**WOOD TONGUE DEPRESSORS**

Quality tongue depressors manufactured with selected high quality smooth birch wood. Edges accurately finished. 150x18x1.6 mm. Individually packed in a paper envelope and sterilized.

**STANDARD TONGUE DEPRESSORS**
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Tongue depressor - box of 50
Tongue depressor - box of 2,000 (40 boxes of 50 pcs)
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Tongue depressor - box of 50
Tongue depressor - box of 2,000 (40 boxes of 50 pcs)

**PLASTIC TONGUE DEPRESSORS**
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Curved shape allows perfect vision during examination avoiding that the hand of examiner obstruct the vision.

Child side 15 mm

Length 150 mm

Adult side 20 mm

**PLASTIC TONGUE DEPRESSOR**

Translucent tongue depressors made in polystyrene with curved shape and smooth edges. One end in adult size and one end in child size. Latex and PVC free. Sterile model is individually packed in a peel-open pack (ethylene oxide).

**STERILE ENT KITS**

- **31456 STERILE ENT KIT A** - box of 25 pcs.
  Kit includes one plastic nasal speculum, one plastic tongue depressor and two (adult and pediatric size) plastic ear funnels in single sealed pouch.

- **31457 STERILE ENT KIT B** - box of 10 pcs.
  Kit includes one plastic nasal speculum, one plastic tongue depressor, two (adult and pediatric size) plastic ear funnels, two plastic laryngeal mirrors, one plastic forceps, six cotton tip applicators, one napkin, all packed in a sterile plastic tray.

**THROAT SCOPE®**

- **25498 THROAT SCOPE® KIT**
  1 handle + 3 blades - blister
  Throat Scope is an illuminated tongue depressor that allows the clinician a one handed operation for oral cavity examination. The light is guided by the blade to illuminate the mouth for a quick examination by the clinician. Light is automatically activated when you insert single use blade into the handle.

- **25499 THROAT SCOPE® DISPOSABLE BLADES** - box of 100 - non sterile

**NASAL SPECULUM**

The use of stainless steel speculum can be a chilling experience for the patient. Now you can combine patient comfort with effective treatment. Smooth, warm tips make disposable Nasal Speculum more comfortable and less alarming to the patient.

- **31469 DISPOSABLE NASAL SPECULUM** - box of 48